We'd like to introduce you to CUE
Cards - Cards the Universe and
Everything. Like many of you (who are
not keyworkers), we are currently
working at home muddling through
with our children. We wanted to do
what little we could to help parents,
children and educators through these
unprecedented times.
CUE Cards is played around the world
and we have now decided to share the
gift that keeps on giving with schools
because it is, in our humble opinion,
significantly more educational,
wholesome and intelligent than nearly
every other game! CUE is built around
STEM (science, technology, maths and
engineering), nature and culture as
founding pillars. It features an everexpanding supply of knowledge - from
Ancient Greece to Meteorology, from
Pi to the Hammerhead Shark and from
Socrates to the Tyrannosaurus Rex.
Simply put, CUE offers a unique and
powerful learning experience for
everyone.

Facts on the digital cards are designed
to provide an introduction to the
subject and inspire further curiosity.
They are humorous and there is no
nastiness, swearing or undertones.
The range of subjects expands
continuously with new cards coming
out daily.

The card game itself is strategic and requires mathematical skills,
working memory and mental flexibility as well as self-control to
do well. It is for this reason that we have decided to reach out to
West Heslerton School to see if they would like to share it with
their students. The game is suitable from 6 up and is also great
fun and informative for adults. Younger children may struggle
with some of the words but they should still get a lot of
enjoyment particularly if played with a parent or guardian.

If you would like to take up this opportunity all you need to do is
download CUE cards from the app or play store.
West Heslerton School has a unique code which gives your child a
considerable amount of in-app credit to buy store items free of
charge.

To install CUE cards and activate your schools unique offer simply
scan this QR code or visit this link from your iOS or Android device
https://cuecards.page.link/sQXj

We would advise not sharing the code with others as it is for use
by your child's school only and sharing it may prevent their peers
from accessing the reward.The game itself is simple to play, but
trickier to master! The best way to learn to play is by completing
the Getting Started tasks and tutorials.
Personal Data. We do not track or hold any personal data apart
from the email address used to sign up. This will almost certainly
be yours or a guardian's in any case. You can opt-out of emails at
any time. West Heslerton School has not shared any data with us
about the students in its care.
If you have any questions or would like further help, please
contact our support team, who will be happy to assist you.

